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Look for these items inside the big house

_____Quill - A feather used for writing.

_____Armoire - A piece of furniture in which clothing 
          is stored.

_____Priedieu - A  piece of furniture knelt upon to
          pray.

_____Bed Warmer - A pan with a long handle that
          holds hot coals and used to warm a bed.

_____Chamber Pot - A bowl shaped container used 
          as a toilet.

_____Candle - A cylinder of bees wax or animal fat
          (tallow) with a center wick that is lit to produce
          light.

_____Fly Catcher - A glass container in which sugar 
          and poison is poured in order to attract and kill 
          insects.

_____Mortise and Tenon Joint - A method of joining
          pieces of wood using no nails.

_____Bousillage - Clay, mud, cured Spanish moss 
          and crushed shell mixture used as insulation.

_____Mosquito Net - A netting hung on a bed during
           the summer to prevent mosquitoes from biting 
           you while sleeping.

_____Marble Tub - An original Destrehan family piece
          found in the house when restoration began.

Look for these items outside and in the out buildings

_____Cistern - A barrel made by the cooper and 
           used to collect rainwater for cooking and 
          drinking.

_____Iron - A heavy tool made from iron ore used for
          pressing wrinkles out of clothing.

_____Toaster - A device used to toast bread before
          electricity.

_____Slave Bed - A mat or pallet on the floor stuffed
          with Spanish moss or corn husks.

_____Loom - A device used to weave threads into 
          cloth or tapestry.
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